We study numerically the existence and character of bound states for positive and negative point charges shielded by the response of a two-dimensional homogeneous electron gas. The problem is related to many physical situations and has recently arisen in experiments for impurities on metal surfaces with Schockley surface states. Mathematical theorems ascertain a bound state for twodimensional circularly symmetric potentials V (r) with ∞ 0 drrV (r) ≤ 0. We find that a shielded potential with ∞ 0 drrV (r) > 0 may also sustain a bound state. Moreover, on the same footing we study the electron-electron interactions in the two-dimensional electron gas finding a bound state with an energy minimum for a certain electron gas density.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The properties of the two-dimensional (2D) electron gas and in particular the phenomena induced by isolated or clustered impurities embedded in it have attracted a large volume of experimental and theoretical research. The interest stems from the increasingly more ideal realisations of the 2D electron gas, for example, at interfaces of semiconductor heterostructures, at semiconductor surface inversion layers, at (noble) metal surfaces as Schockley surface states or as quantum well states in metallic overlayers on insulators or on other metals. At the same time the development of different photoelectron and scanning tunneling spectroscopies has enabled an increasingly more accurate characterization of these systems 1,2 .
Many experiments deal directly or indirectly with the existence of bound electron states in systems interacting with the 2D electron gas. The impurity-induced electron localization has been studied in the Schockley surface state systems 3, 4, 5 . The quantum diffusion of hydrogen on metal surfaces reflects the coupling of the hydrogen with the metallic (possibly 2D) electron gas 6, 7 . Finally, a bound state between two electrons in a 2D electron gas has been proposed as an alternative pairing mechanism to the phonon coupling for high-temperature superconductivity 8, 9 . Remarkably, it was explicitly pointed out 8 that the many-body ground state of a dilute gas of fermions is unstable to pairing if and only if a two-body bound state exists.
The background for the above-mentioned physics is laid by basic mathematical theorems.
First, in two dimensions, for any everywhere attractive circularly symmetric potential, V (r), there exists always a bound state no matter how weak the potential is. For the case of a shallow potential valley characterized by the ∞ 0 drrV (r) < 0 condition, an explicit expression for the binding energy, E b , was derived in the textbook by Landau 10 . It turns out that the binding energy depends exponentially on the inverse of a negative constant (given by the condition) in the investigated weak-coupling limit. The theorem of Simon 11 extends the conditions for a bound state to the ∞ 0 drrV (r) = 0 case, i.e., to the not everywhere nonpositive or not everywhere nonnegative suitable potentials.
In this work we present a numerical analysis for the existence of a 2D bound state in potentials fulfilling the drrV (r) = 0 condition. The physically motivated effective potentials, V ef f (r) = ΛV (r), will refer to the perfectly shielded fields of embedded attractive or repulsive unit-charges in a 2D electron gas, and Λ plays the role of a convenient coupling constant to detailed numerics. In the repulsive case the screening is constrained by the fact that the maximum of the surrounding hole density is the uniform electron gas density. Beside the cases based on the mentioned standard condition, the overscreening and underscreening of unit-charges (with Λ = 1) shall be investigated as well. The corresponding potentials could mimic the shielding-dynamics in, for example, standing wave generation 4 on surfaces in the presence of impurities. Slightly surprisingly we find a bound state also for the overscreened attractive and underscreened repulsive potentials. In order to treat also the electron-electron effective interaction we use in the Schrödinger equation the reduced mass µ = 1/2. The energy of the ensuing bound electron pair has a minimum at a certain electron gas density.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, Sec. II, we shall deduce our physically motivated model potentials to numerical, 2D bound-state calculations. The results obtained are presented on illustrative figures, by considering relevant parameterranges in coupling, screening-tuning, and density of the electron gas. Finally, Sec. III is devoted to a short summary. Hartree atomic units, = e 2 = m e = 1, will be used in the equations and discussion below.
II. MODELS AND RESULTS

A. Shielded potentials
We begin with few mathematical expressions. The 2D Fourier-Hankel (F-H) transformation of a F (r) function is
where J 0 (x) is the zeroth-order Bessel function. The inverse F-H transform has the form
These equations will be used below, in model-potential constructions.
The field of an embedded charged particle is shielded in the 2D electron gas. Thus instead of the bare Coulomb form, v c (q) = 2π/q, one can write in momentum space
for the shielded field around unit-charges of different signs. Here ∆n(q) is the screening density in momentum-space. With a unit-norm ∆n(r) one obtains, via the above Eqs. (1) and (3), the V (q → 0) ∝ q limiting behaviour if the real-space density decays faster than r −4 . This case corresponds to the drrV (r) = 0 condition of Simon's theorem.
Notice, that the well-known 12 quasiclassical, Thomas-Fermi (T F ) approximation for impurity screening in a 2D electron gas results in a monotonic potential
Negative and positive signs in Eq. (4) refer to embedded attractive and repulsive unit charges, respectively. At large distances (r → ∞) the V T F (r) potential falls of as ±1/(4r 3 ), and one gets the 
in which u = αr/2 for shorthand. The gaussian-form results in
where z = β 2 r 2 /2. In the above equations I i (x) and K i (x) are modified Bessel functions.
We stress that V (q = 0) = 0, i.e., ∞ 0 drrV (r) = 0 in these models. For long distances these shielded potentials decay as ∓3/(2α 2 r 3 ), and ∓1/(4β 2 r 3 ), respectively. The attractive potentials are exhibited in Fig. 1 , by fixing α = 4 (solid curve) and β = 2 √ 2 (dashed curve).
The α = 4 value could correspond to a strictly atomistic, 1s-like in 2D, electron density.
For a detailed comparison, two other potentials are also plotted. That is, the bare Coulomb one, V c (r) = (−1/r), and the conventional Thomas-Fermi form, V T F (r) of Eq.(4). In order to go beyond the ∞ 0 drrV (r) = 0 condition, one may multiply the shielding parts of Eqs. (5) and (6) by a λ variable [See Eqs. (10) and (13) below]. In such a way we can investigate the overscreened (λ > 1) and underscreened (λ < 1) cases, for which ∞ 0 drrV (r, λ) = 0. Moreover, as discussed above the effective potentials have a multiplicative coupling constant Λ, [V ef f (r) = ΛV (r, λ)]. In our 2D numerics Λ and λ will serve as convenient parameters.
B. Numerical solution of the 2D Schrödinger equation
The bound-state energy levels (E b ) and wave functions [ψ(r)] satisfy the 2D Schrödinger equation
where µ is the reduced mass; it is unity for the impurity-electron case.
In circular symmetry the wave function separates as
where m = 0, ±1, ±2.... is the azimuthal quantum number and n = 1, 2, 3, .... is the radial quantum number related to the number of radial nodes (n − 1) of the radial wave function R mn (r). In this work we are only interested in the values m = 0 and n = 1. Further, by making the substitution U mn (r) = r 1/2 R mn (r) we obtain the differential equation
This is the same form as the radial equation studied in spherically symmetric problems.
We In order to study the so-called not everywhere nonpositive case (physically: the shielded positive charge) in more detail we will use, without loss of generality, α = 4 in Eq.(5) and modify it as
In Fig. 2 we have plotted the E coupling-parameter range. The macroscopic dielectric constant of a real medium can result in reduced, Λ < 1 values to effective interactions.
In this attractive impurity case we have shown a remarkable sensitivity of theoretical bound-state characteristics to shielding conditions. This is in accord with important spectroscopic information obtained 4 by scanning tunneling spectroscopy for different adatoms in generated standing wave patterns. The observed peak-shift and amplitude-decrease in differential tunneling conductance, as adatoms are approached to a step on the surface, signal the experimental sensitivity.
We note that our detailed numerical analysis is based on an effective Schrödinger equation.
Further attempts are needed therefore to consider the many-body aspects of the localization problem in more detail. For example, the proper description of the width of an adatominduced weakly bound state and its influence on scattering characteristics are important questions to future studies.
D. Repulsive electron-electron interaction
The so-called not everywhere nonnegative case (physically: the shielded negative charge) will be treated similarly via Eq.(5) of positive sign, but with the constraint
in order to model bounded, complete depletion of the 2D electron gas density at r = 0. Here r s is the density-parameter of the 2D gas with density n 0 . The same constraint is used to the corresponding (positive sign) reparametrized Eq. (6) with
as
where, according to the above discussion, z = (r/r s ) 2 /(2λ) now. Remember, that at λ = 1 one has ∞ 0 drrV ef f (r) = 0, independently of the value of a finite Λ.
As we use the depletion-constraint-based densities to model effective electron-electron interactions, it is important to give an additional physical argument on their proper behaviour.
The interaction energy (ε) of a repulsive point charge with the surrounding, normalized (λ = 1) shielding hole can be characterized by the classical equation
This equation results in the Furthermore, there is a saturation and supression of T c with increasing carrier density; for further detail we refer to Fig. 3 of Ref. [16] .
The observed extremal character is related, physically, to our pseudononlinear construction of effective shielding of repulsive charges. Namely, the constraint via the bounded depletion hole at r = 0 fixes a reasonable scaling in the potentials. In standard linearresponse theory 9 the hole-density at r = 0 can become higher than the host density n 0 .
In such an attempt one can get a monotonic dependence of E b (r s ) on r s in the resulting shielded fields.
Further information is given in Figs. 5 and 6, which show the 2D radial densities, 
2πr|ψ(r)|
2 , computed with bound-state wave functions at the extremal Wigner-Seitz parameters. The corresponding potentials are also plotted. As expected, the square-integrable wave functions are localized at about the potential minima. In the investigated equal-mass case this extension can represent a certain coherence-lenght; somewhat surprisingly it is only twice of the extremal density parameter.
As we observed in Fig. 3 for the attractive case, the binding energy depends on the coupling, Λ. An illustration on this fact for the repulsive case is given in Fig. 7 . The gaussian model of Eq. (13) is used with λ = 1, µ = 1/2, and r s = 17.2. Results for Λ < 1 are plotted. We can approximate our data by a quadratic expression, i.e., |E
Rescaling of Λ = 1 by a macroscopic dielectric constant could result in a notable reduction of the above-mentioned (see, Fig. 4 , also) binding energies.
We finish our representation, by discussing the question of undershielding the repulsive 
